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A graphene layer (black) of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms is
placed between two layers of boron nitride atoms, which are also
arranged hexagonally with a slightly different size. The overlap
creates honeycomb patterns in various sizes. CREDIT Swiss
Nanoscience Institute, University of Basel
Abstract:
Combining an atomically thin graphene and a boron nitride layer at a slightly rotated angle changes their electrical properties. Physicists
at the University of Basel have now shown for the first time the combination with a third layer can result in new material properties also in
a three-layer sandwich of carbon and boron nitride. This significantly increases the number of potential synthetic materials, report the
researchers in the scientific journal Nano Letters.

Moire 2hBN zoomed intermediate

The moiré patterns of three layers change the electronic properties of graphene
Basel, Switzerland | Posted on March 8th, 2019
Last year, researchers in the US caused a big stir when they showed that rotating two stacked graphene layers by a "magical" angle of
1.1 degrees turns graphene superconducting - a striking example of how the combination of atomically thin materials can produce
completely new electrical properties.
Precision alignment
Scientists from the Swiss Nanoscience Institute and the Department of Physics at the University of Basel have now taken this concept
one step further. They placed a layer of graphene between two boron nitride layers, which is often serves to protect the sensitive carbon
structure. Doing so, they aligned the layers very precisely with the crystal lattice of the graphene.
The effect observed by the physicists in Professor Christian Schönenberger's team is commonly known as a moiré pattern: when two
regular patterns are superimposed, a new pattern results with a larger periodic lattice.
New three-layer superlattice
Lujun Wang, a member of the SNI PhD School and researcher in Schönenberger's team, also observed effects of this kind of superlattice
when he combined layers of boron nitride and graphene. The atoms are arranged hexagonally in all layers. If they are stacked on top of
each other, larger regular patterns emerge, with a size depending on the angle between the layers.
It had already been shown that this works with a two-layer combination of graphene and boron nitride, but the effects due to a second
boron nitride layer had not yet been found.
When the physicists from Basel experimented with three layers, two superlattices were formed between the graphene and the upper and
the lower boron nitride layer, respectively. The superposition of all three layers created an even larger superstructure than possible with
only one layer.

Scientists are very interested in these types of synthetic materials, since the different moiré patterns can be used to change or artificially
produce new electronic material properties.
"To put it simply, the atomic patterns determine the behavior of electrons in a material, and we are combining different naturally occurring
patterns to create new synthetic materials," explains Dr. Andreas Baumgartner, who supervised the project. "Now we have discovered
effects in these tailor-made electronic devices that are consistent with a three-layer superstructure," he adds.
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New optical imaging system could be deployed to find tiny tumors: Near-infrared technology pinpoints fluorescent probes deep within
living tissue; may be used to detect cancer earlier March 8th, 2019
Computer-designed vaccine elicits potent antibodies against RSV: The nanoparticle platform for this respiratory syncytial virus study
will be applied to vaccine research on flu, HIV, and more; Seattle startup Icosavax will advance related clinical trials March 8th, 2019
Oxford Instruments and partners launch EU Horizon 2020 project ULISSES: Air sensors for everyone, everywhere March 7th, 2019
NSS Congratulates SpaceX and NASA on Docking Dragon 2 Spacecraft to International Space Station: A historic milestone in
commercial space was achieved on March 3 March 7th, 2019
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Oxford Instruments and partners launch EU Horizon 2020 project ULISSES: Air sensors for everyone, everywhere March 7th, 2019
Zips on the nanoscale: New method of synthesising nanographene on metal oxide surfaces March 5th, 2019
Hybrid material may outperform graphene in several applications: A structure comprising a molybdenum disulfide monolayer on an
azobenzene substrate could be used to build a highly compactable and malleable quasi-two-dimensional transistor powered by light
February 28th, 2019
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Zips on the nanoscale: New method of synthesising nanographene on metal oxide surfaces March 5th, 2019
Hybrid material may outperform graphene in several applications: A structure comprising a molybdenum disulfide monolayer on an
azobenzene substrate could be used to build a highly compactable and malleable quasi-two-dimensional transistor powered by light
February 28th, 2019
Hall effect becomes viscous in graphene: Researchers at the University of Manchester in the UK have discovered that electrons in
graphene act like a very unique liquid February 28th, 2019
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Laser-induced graphene gets tough, with help: Rice University lab combines conductive foam with other materials for capable new
composites February 12th, 2019
Superconductivity
Physicists uncover new competing state of matter in superconducting material January 4th, 2019
Revealing hidden spin: Unlocking new paths toward high-temperature superconductors: Berkeley Lab researchers uncover insights
into superconductivity, leading potentially to more efficient power transmission January 4th, 2019
Superfluidity: what is it and why does it matter? December 20th, 2018
Oxford Instruments participates in the launch of the European Quantum Technology Flagship Programme ‘QMiCS’ December 13th,
2018
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Now made in Japan – Asian battery manufacturers welcome highly conductive nanotube additive March 7th, 2019
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commercial space was achieved on March 3 March 7th, 2019
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Zips on the nanoscale: New method of synthesising nanographene on metal oxide surfaces March 5th, 2019
New blueprint for understanding, predicting and optimizing complex nanoparticles: Guidelines have the potential to transform the fields
of optoelectronics, bio-imaging and energy harvesting March 1st, 2019
Researchers move closer to practical photonic quantum computing: New method fills critical need to measure large-scale quantum
correlation of single photons February 28th, 2019
AIM Photonics Attends OFC 2019—the Optical Networking and Communication Conference & Exhibition to Share World-Class
Capabilities and Partnership Opportunity Updates February 28th, 2019
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New optical imaging system could be deployed to find tiny tumors: Near-infrared technology pinpoints fluorescent probes deep within
living tissue; may be used to detect cancer earlier March 8th, 2019
Computer-designed vaccine elicits potent antibodies against RSV: The nanoparticle platform for this respiratory syncytial virus study
will be applied to vaccine research on flu, HIV, and more; Seattle startup Icosavax will advance related clinical trials March 8th, 2019
Exchanging information securely using quantum communication in future fiber-optic networks: New research demonstrates potential
solutions as transmission networks evolve to use multicore fiber March 6th, 2019
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Layering titanium oxide's different mineral forms for better solar cells: Kanazawa University-led researchers layer two different mineral
forms of titanium oxide to improve electron flow at the negative electrode for better metal halide perovskite-type solar cells March 2nd,
2019
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